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What is the SOCA Bene�t Plan?
The Southern Ohio Chamber Alliance Benefit Plan is an unique self-funded option that is offered by SOCA and 

administrated by Anthem.  The SOCA Benefit Plan is a multiple employer welfare arrangement that is backed by 

Anthem’s stop loss and is filed with the Ohio Department of Insurance (“ODI”).  It is governed by Trustees and 

By-Laws, that satisfy the ODI Requirements.  It is available to small employers that have at least 2 enrolled on 

their medical plan with no more than 50 total employees.  These employers are required to be members in good 

standing with a Chamber of Commerce that is qualified to offer the SOCA Benefit Plan. (The qualifying chambers 

are listed on page 3.)  This alternative self-funded solution can be a good fit for your small group clients for many 

reasons including:

 £ Competitive rates

 £ Predictable, fixed monthly payments

 £ Protection of being part of a larger self-funded pool backed by Anthem’s stop loss

 £ Anthem’s broad Blue Access PPO network

 £ Flexibility in choice of benefit plans

This SOCA Benefit Plan Producer's Guide covers many of the important details that you need to know when 

discussing this alternative with your small group clients.  It will answer many of your questions regarding under-

writing, quoting, plan offerings, and administrative guidelines.

In the event of a discrepancy between this guide and any contract issued as it relates to this arrangement, the 

terms of the contract prevail.  The regulations in this guide are subject to change from time to time without prior 

notice.
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Underwriting Guidelines

Who is eligible? 
The SOCA Benefit Plan uses the following underwriting regulations in order to determine employer and employee eligibility 

for benefits.  These requirements are effective with the participating employer's effective date. It is very important that you 

read this guide and that you understand that if the following participation requirements are not met, the participating 

employer can be cancelled by the SOCA Benefit Plan as outlined in the Participation Agreement. 

Eligible Employers 

An eligible employer is defined as a business (or other legal entity) that is actively engaged in a full-time enterprise that 

has the legal capacity to sponsor a group health plan on behalf of one or more common law employees whereby an 

employer and employee relationship exists. 

  The employer must be a corp., LLC, partnership, or proprietorship that is actively engaged in business in the 

state of Ohio. 
  An employer-employee relationship exists. 
  Must be permanent in nature.
  Includes governmental subdivisions, educational, non-profit organizations, or religious institutions.
  Must employ on average no more than 50 total employees on business days during the preceding calendar year 

and must have at least 2 enrolled employees on the first day of the plan year.  The employer will not be written or 

renewed if it fails either of these tests.
  The employer must be domiciled in Ohio with a corporate headquarters or an entity,  with the ability to enter a 

contract in the state of Ohio.  Eligible employers must maintain a minimum of 2 enrolled employees located in Ohio.  
  The employer must be current with SOCA Benefit Plan product dues.

Employers that are members of one of the following associations or chambers are considered to be members of SOCA and 

are eligible to participate in this SOCA Benefit Plan: Southern Ohio Chamber Alliance (SOCA), Northern Ohio Area 

Chambers of Commerce (NOACC), Central Ohio Chambers of Commerce (COCC), Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce 

(DACC), or Youngstown/Warren Regional Chamber (YWRC).

For participating employers located in Montgomery County, the following also applies:
  If, at the time the employer first offers the Plan to its employees, the employer belongs only to a Chamber of 

Commerce that is a SOCA member, the employer must remain a member in good standing with a Chamber of 
Commerce that is a member of SOCA to continue to sponsor the Plan

  If, at the time the employer first offers the Plan to its employees, the employer belongs only to the DACC, the 
employer must remain a member in good standing with DACC to continue to sponsor the Plan

  If, at the time the employer first offers the Plan to its employees, the employer belongs to the DACC and a 
Chamber of Commerce that is a SOCA member, the employer must remain a member in good standing with both 
to continue to sponsor the Plan 

  If, at the time the employer first offers the Plan to its employees, the employer does not belong to the DACC or 
any Chamber of Commerce that is a SOCA member, the employer must become and remain a member in good 
standing with DACC and at least one Chamber of Commerce that is a member of SOCA to sponsor the Plan.

Eligible Employees

Employees working 30 or more hours per week and who are past their probationary period (employer selected waiting 

period options are 0, 30, 60, or 90 days  or the first billing after 0, 30, or 60 days worked, not to exceed 90 days) are 

considered as Eligible Employees.  Eligible Employees must:
  Complete and submit all required applications within 30 days of the date they are eligible for benefits, or within 

30 days after the waiting period has been met  
  Be full-time employees working at least 30 hours per week and are paid by a W-2 or full-time owners/partners 

(Including a group of two who are legally married)
  Social Security numbers are required
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  Be reported on standard state and federal payroll reporting forms, or in the case of owners a Schedule K1 or 

Schedule C.
  Be actively at work on effective date of benefits

Eligible Dependents

  The Employee's spouse as recognized under the laws of the state where the Employee lives
  The Employee's or the Employee's spouse’s children, including natural children, stepchildren, newborn and 

legally adopted children and children whom the Employer has determined are covered under a “Qualified 

Medical Child Support Order” as defined by ERISA or any applicable law
  Children of whom the Employee or the Employee's spouse is a legal guardian or as otherwise required by law
  All enrolled eligible children will continue to be covered until the age limit of age 26 which is listed in the 

Schedule of Benefits, or who is beyond the age of 26 and submitted proof of disability

Ineligible Employees

The following types of employees are considered to be ineligible from consideration as eligible employees for 

purposes of health benefits:

  Employees that work fewer than 30 hours per week 
  Temporary employees who have not worked over one year
  Seasonal employees who work fewer than 9 months out of the year 
  Employees absent from work and off payroll due to non-medical reasons and former employees not covered 

under state or federal continuation programs 
  1099 Contractors except those who meet the criteria outlined below
  Domestic Partners
  Retirees
  Late Enrollees

1099 Contractors

Person’s whose compensation is reported on Form 1099, rather than Form W-2, may be covered if ALL the 

following criteria are met: 

  The contractor works at least the minimum 30 hours per week to be considered full-time 
  The employer’s contribution toward the contractor’s premium is equal to that for eligible employees 
  The employer makes benefits available to all current and future contractors meeting the same criteria
  1099 contractors work exclusively for the company they are applying through, at least 50% of the employer 

is paid by W-2, and a minimum of two taxed employees are enrolled

Late Enrollees

A late enrollee is someone that applies for benefits more than 30 days after they are eligible for benefits, or more 

than 30 days after the end of the waiting period.  An enrollee is not late if, at the time of enrollment, the enrollee 

applies within 31 days of a HIPAA special enrollment event.

Segmenting

An employer may not segment its employees into classes for determining benefit eligibility. Union plans are a valid 

segment exception to the no segmenting rule.

Common Ownership

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) states that all persons treated as a single employer 

under subsection (b), (c), (m), or (o) of section 414 of the Internal Revenue Code shall be considered one employer.
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Underwriting Rules
Minimum Participation

At least 75% of the Net Eligible Employees and a minimum of two employees must be covered under the 

Participation Agreement.  In determining a participating employer's minimum enrollment for Net Eligible 

Employees, SOCA Benefit Plan will exclude any employee who waives benefits (“Qualified Waivers”) 

because they are: 

  Covered by a spouse’s employer-sponsored health plan
  Covered under a parent’s plan to age 26 or who is beyond the age of 26 and submitted proof of disability
  Covered by Medicare and/or a Medicaid
  Non-Group Medicare Supplement Retirees 
  In a government-sponsored plan/State low income plan, such as TRICARE, Medicaid or Veteran’s Administration 

(VA), Federal Employee Program, Railroad
  Enrolled in an individual plan that was purchased on-or off-exchange
  Coverage through a prior employer's retiree plan
  Coverage through a second active employer
  A member of any recognized religion that opposes Health Insurance

Minimum Contribution Rates 

The minimum employer contribution is at least 25% of the total cost for health benefits chosen in the event the 

employee has dependent benefits, and at least 50% of the total cost for health benefits in the event the employee 

has single benefits.  If the employer contributes 100% of the premium equivalent, 100% of the net eligible 

employees must enroll.

The SOCA Benefit Plan recommends employers establish fixed contribution rates for single and family rates in 

order to avoid discrimination.

Multiple Product Offerings

A participating employer of 2-4 enrolled may only offer one plan design.  A participating employer of 5-50 enrolled 

may offer two plan designs.  A participating employer of 10-50 enrolled may offer up to three plan designs. There must 

be a minimum of 1 employee enrolled in each plan offered.  This can be any combination of Blue Access PPO, Blue 

Access Options PPO (3-tiered network) and/or Lumenos HSA plans.

Waiting Periods

Waiting period options are 0, 30, 60, or 90 days, or the first billing after 0, 30, or 60 days worked.

A participating employer may change their waiting period one time per year upon written request.  The earliest 

effective date of the change is the date of receipt of the request by Anthem, or the service date following receipt 

of the request by Anthem.

The waiting period change will not impact existing employees, but rather, only new employees hired after the 

request becomes effective.



Effective Dates

The earliest possible effective date is the date all new case requirements are received by Anthem’s Underwriting 

department. A future effective date cannot exceed 90 days from the date the applications are signed or 60 days 

from the date the employer's paperwork is submitted.  Effective dates will be the 1st of the month. It is 

recommended that the employer maintain current benefits until underwriting approval is finalized.

Medical Underwriting

Enrollment applications must be completed and signed by all eligible employees, including those waiving 

benefits, those on COBRA or in their COBRA election period, employees not actively at work due to medical 

conditions, and those in their waiting period. Full medical information is required for applicants applying for 

health benefits. We do not require medical information for waivers unless fewer than 50% of the total eligible 

employees are enrolling. Completion of the medical information section provides answers to health questions 

about employees and their dependents. This information is used to calculate the premium equivalent rate for the 

employer based on the risk of future health expenses. Each health condition has varying degrees of associated 

risk. Exact information is needed regarding member diagnosis, dates, treatments, medications and prognosis to 

assign an appropriate premium equivalent rate for the risk. It is important that the applicant disclose this 

information with full details to ensure there is no delay in the process and that the appropriate rating is assigned. 

Misstatements or failures to report medical information prior to the effective date may result in a material change 

to benefits or premium equivalent rate.

Open Enrollment

After initial enrollment, employees can make changes to benefit elections at open enrollment. Coverage will be 

effective on the renewal date if the application is received by Anthem within 31 days prior to the group's renewal 

date or up to 31 days after the group's renewal date. Applications received for existing employees outside of this 

period will be late enrollees, and must wait until the next open enrollment period unless they qualify for a HIPAA 

special enrollment.

Dental and Vision open enrollment will apply 30 days prior to May for a May 1st effective date.
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Quote Process and Case Submission

FormFire

The SOCA Benefit Plan will utilize the FormFire platform for the following purposes:
 £ Gather member data £ Source of employee eligibility and enrollment information 
 £ Obtain employer information £ Other compliance items
 £ Request an underwritten quote £ Submit renewal benefit change paperwork
 £ Submit sold case paperwork £ Submit open enrollment employee applications
 £ Verify employer participation

For brokers already using FormFire services nothing will change, and you will gain access to the SOCA Benefit 
Plan platform automatically once certified.  Brokers not currently using FormFire can be granted access by 
submitting a request to https://www.formfire.com/public/billing/agency-setup.  FormFire will contact the 
new broker and will train the broker to use the site correctly.

Quote Process
Quote requests should be sent to the designated email box (OHSGUWPrescreens@anthem.com) in order to 
obtain a prescreened rating factor via FormFire.  Prescreen turnaround time is approximately 3-5 business 
days. Brokers will generate all quotes via the eQuote tool using the prescreened medical factor that under-
writing supplies.

Materials needed to obtain a prescreened quote for a new client include:
 £ Employer questionnaire completed in full
 £ Medical questionnaires (medical information on waivers is not required unless fewer than 50% of total 

eligible employees are enrolling)
 £ Census generated via FormFire
 £ If a group is currently ASO, claims experience, large claimant listing, breakdown of fee/claim 

components, and fully insured equivalent rates are also needed.

Sold Case Submission Process
The sold case submission process will also be handled via the FormFire platform and then submitted to 
Anthem.  Please allow a minimum of 20 days for processing a new case submission.

Materials needed in order to submit a sold SOCA Benefit Plan case for enrollment are as follows:
 1. SOCA Benefit Plan Participation Agreement – submitted to the SOCA Benefit Plan via info@joinsoca.com
 2. SOCA Benefit Plan Participating Business Acknowledgment Agreement – submitted to the SOCA Benefit 

Plan via info@joinsoca.com
 3. SOCA Benefit Plan employer application
 4. Signed rates, benefits and quote stipulations
 5. SOCA Benefit Plan employee applications – will be loaded into FormFire and submitted via Anthem 

excel template/IM01 file
 6. Proof of membership in a Chamber of Commerce that is qualified to offer the SOCA Benefit Plan– 

submitted to Anthem via FormFire and to the SOCA Benefit Plan via info@joinsoca.com
 Acceptable proofs are: 
 £ A letter from the Chamber of Commerce stating that the employer is a member in good standing. 

The letter must be on letterhead that is specific to the employer’s declared Chamber of Commerce. 
 £ An email from the employer’s declared Chamber of Commerce stating that the employer is a 

member in good standing. The email must specify the sender’s name and title, and must also show 
the sender’s email address, date, and time stamp. It is acceptable for the broker to obtain this 
email from the Chamber of Commerce on behalf of the client and to forward it to SOCA.

 £ A copy of a cancelled check or credit card receipt that indicates payment of membership dues in 
the employer’s declared Chamber of Commerce. 

 7. Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) banking form and voided check (Initial premium will be withdrawn
via EFT). 

 8. Most recent Quarterly Wage & Tax Statement

Complete and accurate forms will reduce delays in the participating employer's set up process.

Prior Carrier Deductible
Deductible credit is available to new cases.  This is available only to participating employers with previous 
calendar year benefits.  Please work with your sales executive in order to submit the proper documents.
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Plan O�erings

Medical Offerings

The SOCA Benefit Plan offers various PPO and HSA options.  These options either utilize our Blue Access PPO 

network or our Blue Access Options PPO network (3-tiered network). 

Ancillary Offerings

As a member of the SOCA Benefit Plan medical arrangement participating employers are eligible for discounted 

ancillary plan offerings.  Anthem offers a variety of Dental, Vision, Life and Disability options as part of the SOCA 

Benefit Plan portfolio.  These are stand-alone, fully insured plans for which the participating employer contracts 

directly with Anthem.  Because of this, enrollment, ID cards and billing will be separate from the medical plan 

offering.  The ancillary offerings will have a common renewal date of May 1 in order to align with the medical 

offerings. Anthem will offer two dental, two vision, and several basic and optional life plans all at a special 

shelf-rated premium.  Pre-developed plan and rate highlight sheets are included with all medical quotes.  Anthem 

will also offer both long-term and short-term disability options that are underwritten and can be requested from

your Sales Executive.

Ancilary Sold Case Submission Process

The sold case submission process for ancillary will also be handled via the FormFire platform and then submitted 

to Anthem.  Materials needed in order to submit a sold case for enrollment are as follows:

Dental Sold Case Submission

      £  Dental master employer application

      £  Dental enrollment template (IM01)

      £  Signed rates and benefits

      £  Dental customer checklist

      £  Proof of chamber membership

      £  Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) banking form and voided check (optional)

Vision Sold Case Submission

      £  Vision enrollment template (IM01)

      £  Employer application (51+ fully Insured application)

      £  Signed rates and benefits

      £  Proof of chamber membership

      £  Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) banking form and voided check (optional)

Life & Disability Sold Case Submission

      £  Life & Disability enrollment template (IM01)

      £  Employer application (51+ fully insured application)

      £  Signed rates and benefits

      £  Proof of chamber membership

      £  Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) banking form and voided check (optional)
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The SOCA Benefit Plan renews on May 1 of each year.

Renewal Process

Renewals will be produced via the small group renewal process approximately 90 days prior to the renewal date 
and fed through the e-Renewal system (Same system that you use today for your Grandmothered block of business).

      £  All renewals are mailed directly to the employer group and will include alternate renewal options and 
ancillary offerings.  

      £  Additional plan renewal options can be generated via the e-Renewal quoting tools.
      £  If you want to renew the plan we are offering, confirmation may be needed by FormFire.  Then, we will take 

care of the rest.  
      £  It is recommended that any plan changes be submitted two weeks prior to the renewal date in order to be 

processed timely.  Anthem only needs paperwork (signed rates and benefits) on cases opting to change plan 
designs. Plan changes will require two steps: 

 1. Load the signed renewal rates / benefits in FormFire
 2. Send the signed renewal rates/ benefits via FormFire to Anthem via ohsmallgroupreclass@anthem.com.

All open enrollment member level changes need to be made in FormFire. These changes are also required to be 
sent to Anthem via fax: 800-883-7919 or via E-Submit.  
      £  For dual or triple options, FormFire will capture employee plan elections via a spreadsheet showing which 

subscriber/members should be loaded to which plan. You must send both the plan elections and signed 
benefits via FormFire to Anthem via ohsmallgroupreclass@anthem.com.

Off-Cycle Benefit Changes

Participating employers are allowed to make one off-cycle benefit change per year outside of the 150 day period 
prior to the May 1 renewal date.

Census Reconciliation Process

All Clients are required to complete the Annual Rate and Census Reconciliation Form when enrolling and at the end of 
each plan year. Confirmation ensures that the Participating Client still qualifies under the SOCA Benefit Plan Underwriting 
Regulations. The information is pulled from FormFire and populated on the Census Reconciliation Form. 

Please review the document with your Client to ensure its accuracy. If the Client does not need to make any 
changes - no other action is needed. If the Client needs to make any changes, please follow these steps below:
      £  Download the existing form from the Document Center
      £  Make the necessary changes on the form and save
      £  Re-upload the revised form to the Document Center

SOCA Bene�t Plan Renewal

FormFire questions can be directed to: 
support@formfire.com or Client Support Team 
(877.504.5593) 9am to 6pm EST

Contact the FormFire MEWA Operations Team with 
any additional questions on renewal processes at 
SOCARenewal@FormFire.com
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Billing
Anthem will bill the participating employer a premium equivalent rate on behalf of the SOCA Benefit Plan.  EFT 

will be the required method of payment. Anthem will initiate the demand debit transaction on the Invoice Due 

Date; however, if the Invoice Due Date falls on either a banking holiday, a Saturday or a Sunday, the withdrawal 

shall be made on the following banking day.

SOCA Benefit Plan product dues will be billed to the participating employer on an annual basis by the SOCA 

Benefit Plan.  Dues are calculated at $4.00 Per Enrolled Employee Per Month and will be due 30 days after the 

participating employer's effective date. SOCA Benefit Plan product dues are also billed annually at renewal time.

Delinquency Process
If a participating employer fails to pay their premium equivalent rate by the due date, they will receive a 

termination/reinstatement letter.  The participating employer will have 15 days to apply for reinstatement via 

the process outlined in the letter.

Group Terminations
Group termination letters must be on letterhead from the participating employer and submitted to the Sales 

Executive for processing 30 days prior to the requested date for terminations at renewal time and 60 days 

prior to the requested date off-cycle.

New Hires & Member/Dependent Status Changes
Eligible employees (and their dependents) working 30 hours or more may apply for benefits as a new hire.  

Applications must be submitted for processing to Anthem within 31 days of the employee’s eligibility date. 

Special enrollment event applications should be submitted within 31 days of the qualifying event date.  

Late enrollees will be denied, and the member can elect benefits at the participating employer's next 

open enrollment period.  Special Event qualifications are:  marriage, birth or adoption of a child, or loss 

of coverage.

An employee can request to terminate a dependent from benefits at any time. An employee’s benefits will 

terminate when any of the following occurs: termination of employment, retirement, employee requests plan 

termination, or a reduction of hours below the 30 hour minimum.  Benefits will terminate at the end of the 

month in which the status change occurs.

Cobra & State Continuation
COBRA and State Continuation under the SOCA Benefit Plan follow the Federal and Ohio laws. Under Ohio law, 

for groups up to 50 eligible employees, an employee may have a right to continue health benefits upon 

termination of employment if the employee has been continuously enrolled under a group policy during the 

entire three months preceding termination of employment and meets certain other Ohio law requirements. See 

O.R.C. Section 3923.38 for more information.

For groups with 20 or more employees for at least half of the previous calendar year, Federal COBRA law allows 

for continuation coverage under certain situations. Under COBRA, the employer is responsible for 

administration. The law requires a timely application and payment of premium for COBRA benefits to continue .  

The SOCA Benefit Plan has selected a COBRA vendor for all groups participating in the SOCA Benefit Plan.

General Administration
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Medicare
In order for the standard Medicare Payor rules to apply under the SOCA Benefit Plan for participating employers 

with fewer than 20 employees (on each working day in 20 or more calendar weeks in the current or preceding 

calendar year), participating employers must complete the CMS Small Employer Exception Package. The SOCA 

Benefit Plan will submit the package to CMS on behalf of the participating employer.

Regulatory Compliance
Participating employers who offer ERISA-governed employee benefit plans must comply with regulatory 

requirements for plan sponsors.  The SOCA Benefit Plan provides assistance in meeting these compliance 

obligations by offering an ERISA compliance service.  Participating employers should exercise care in 

meeting these compliance obligations.  Please refer to the participation agreement for further details in 

addition to seeking legal guidance from your attorney.

Broker Distribution

Select brokers are eligible to sell the SOCA Benefit Plan after the required training has been completed. 
Brokers must also be a  member of a qualifying chamber in order to be eligible to sell the SOCA Benefit 
Plan.

Commission Information 

 Direct Brokers New and Renewal Non-Direct Brokers New and Renewal

  Medical $26 PEPM $22 PEPM

  Dental 10% 10%

  Vision 10% 10%

  Life & AD&D 10% 10%

  Disability 15% 15%



Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield is the trade name of Community Insurance Company. Independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. ®ANTHEM is a registered trademark of Anthem Insurance Companies, Inc. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield names and symbols are 
registered marks of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
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